Name -

Date -

Year 2 – Term 2

Homework
Reading
X5

Spelling
X2

Use 10 adjectives
to describe a
castle
Writing X1

Find some gold
/copper coins
and add them up
Maths X1
Make a map of a
castle and its
grounds and
label it
Creative X1

Use only
triangles,
rectangles and
square to make
a castle picture
Creative X1

Spelling
X2

Write an acrostic
poem using . . .
CASTLE
Writing X1

Practice your
Times tables
X2

How many
different shields
can you make? 3
stripes; red,
white or blue
Maths X1

Make as many
words possible
from . . .
Elizabeth
Writing X1

Camouflage
Design a flag to
hang from a
flagpole
Creative X1

Reading
X5

Make a bow and
arrow using
sticks
Creative X1

Spelling
X2

Design an
armour that
would have been
worn by a
medieval Knight
Maths X1

Spelling
X2

Reading
X5

Neatly copy and
present a
rhyming poem
about a King and
read it to class
Writing X1

Help to make
some food fit for
a royal feast or
banquet
Creative X1

Practice your
Times tables
X2

Write a short
fairy tale about a
prince and a
princess
Writing X1

Reading
X5

Spelling
X2

Reading
X5

Complete at least two homework tasks per week and earn 3HP per task
You might have to bring evidence in to school or just have your parents sign your reading book to
show that you have completed each task.
Earn extra House Points by colouring squares as you complete homework tasks
All four corners = 5hp
Buffalo Kids = 10hp
A whole line or column of tasks = 5hp
(complete all 16 tasks around the outside
(diagonal, top to bottom, side to side)
squares)
Middle for Diddle = 10hp
Full house = 15hp
(complete all 9 tasks on the middle squares)
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
D1
D2
All 4
Mid
Buff.
R1

R2

R3

R4

R5

Full House

